
 
 

Calipers 
 
Pagid is most well-known for brakes and friction is that heart of what we 
do. Our loyal customers now also expect us to cover all bases when it 
comes to braking. We certainly live up to our customer’s expectations 
with a wide range of calipers available, across various systems and two 
and four pot piston arrangements.  
 
All of the components in a Pagid caliper receive anti-corrosion protection 
and, if required, the corresponding accessories. We are always 
expanding our range and adapting to changes in the market which is 
why we use reconditioned calipers as well as new models.  
 
Recycling 
Reconditioned brake calipers offers a positive contribution toward the 
environment and is one way we can really make a difference by using 
resources responsibly. It is both good for our customers and the 
environment we live in. It is a cost-effective alternative to a brand new 
caliper as our calipers have to meet incredibly high quality and safety 
requirements, as you would expect from Pagid.  
 

 
 
The reconditioning and reuse of valuable used parts and components 
actively contributes to protecting the environment: 
➔ Protecting resources 
➔ Recycling raw materials 
➔ Reducing energy and material consumption 
➔ Reduction in CO2 emissions 
➔ Saving on new parts 
➔ Avoiding waste 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
The same strict requirements that apply to a brand-new product also 
fully apply to a reconditioned used part. The reconditioned calipers you 
receive from us are never compromised for safety.  
 
Our highly certified reconditioning process comprises the following 
steps: 
1. The used part is dismantled into its individual component parts. 
2. All safety-relevant parts are replaced. 
3. Wear parts such as rubber components and springs are all replaced. 
4. All cast and aluminium housings suitable for reconditioning are 
cleaned and have all traces of rust removed. 
5. After the cleaning process is complete, each part is reassembled. 
6. A thorough quality and function check is then carried out. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DID YOU KNOW?  
The pressure that acts on a brake caliper during emergency braking 
is roughly 4.5 times the pressure of a jackhammer! 
 



 
 
 
Warning: 
The dust protection boot of the brake piston, the safety plugs and 
damping sleeves of the caliper guide must not come into contact with 
oils or greases based on mineral oil. They could be damaged due to 
swelling of the elastomers (rubber components).  
 

 
 
 
 
Repairing calipers 
Repairing brake calipers requires a professional and precise approach to 
ensure that full operative functionality is restored to the repaired brake 
system. It is not advised to attempt repair if not qualified.  
 

 
 

CAUTION!  Only trained personnel should work on the brake system! 


